THE ULTIMATE HEARTWORM PREVENTATIVE
AND CURE
The fact is there has always been natural remedy for pretty much any
and all sickness - available to us on our fascinating planet. They have
always been there. Many just needed to be discovered and adapted is
all. Take, for example, the ability of an individuals’ pet being completely
cured of a parasite/disease naturally, which otherwise would do the pet
in to an early death.
The herbals that are brought together on these pages for this purpose
have been around for centuries. Essentially there are over 87,000
herbals available to you! Granted we will only need to touch on a
dozen or so here. You may just now be dipping your toes into the eyeopening information of which you are about to benefit greatly from. Or
perhaps utilizing herbals in some capacity is familiar ground for you.
Skepticism could be at an all-time high and that’s fine and quite
expected. But every ingredient that we are going to focus on here is
real, is easy to obtain, and will heal in the ways in which you
“cautiously” hope it will.
My goal here is not only to remove your pet from harm's way with
regards to all parasitic forms that your pet could be hosting but to also
bring light to you the reader. How incredible it will be for you to watch
as the next few months pass by that your pet becomes heartworm free
and see that the naturopathic way is so real! To hold knowledge that
there is a world out there aside from traditional allopathic medicine
that works. My goal therefore is to have your family begin its quest as
well as your pets' of utilizing an abundant resource for natural healing.
Let's get started.
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Understanding the history of each ingredient and why it works
The composition (or mixtures) of the herbal tinctures or powders that
are going to be recommended by me for their combined healing
characteristics are at least 3 fold. That is, it takes three different
herbals to combat heartworms in different stages of their existence in
your dog. How is it that I know this? What makes me so good at
heartworm elimination you ask? The answer is not that I am a pro at
knowing the very composite makeup of a heartworm. I have never
even seen a real-live heartworm. Just pictures of them, or dead ones
in jars at a veterinarian’s office, for example. Just like you may have
also seen over the years.
What I do possess though is an incredible knowledge of a history of
learning why a particular natural ingredient is used for something and
in this case, a personal yet extensive case history of success with
heartworm and overall parasite extraction in animals, including
domestic ones of course. I know what is used to destroy "baby"
parasites, and I know why that same ingredient might not kill like-kind
adult parasites.
I know what works immediately to eradicate something just once, but
not shield against its return, and conversely how to protect indefinitely
against recurrence of a parasite, or sickness, or a disease for that
matter. I know that it's these herbals which are so wicked-harsh to
these little internal enemies are in turn so tremendously beneficial to
the host that has these same herbals coursing throughout their body. I
have been utilizing naturopathic remedy for many years to combat
parasites (as well as cancers, diseases, etc.) and now have an
opportunity to share knowledge and success with you. You are in
hopes of an easy going road to your dogs' recovery via this information.
Your pet is more or less desperate for it. Fortunately both of you are
going to be quite pleased with what you are about to learn.
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The first main ingredient for this road to recovery is:
Wormwood
Wormwood has been and always will be the main player in the battle of
parasitic removal. What is wormwood? It's a plant. Wormwood, or
Artemisia absinthium, is an herbaceous plant that grows in temperate
regions of Europe, Asia and northern Africa.

Typical types of wormwood stems, leaves, & flowers

A Shrub-like perennial, wormwood is usually 2-4 feet high with greygreen leaves and yellow flowers. Wormwood grows naturally in arid,
uncultivated ground, near roads, fields, footpaths, and in rocky areas.
One interesting characteristic of this plant is that its leaves and roots
secrete a substance that restricts the growth of surrounding plants,
making it a handy natural way to prevent weeds growing around it. It's
likely neighbor while growing is usually more of the same growing close
next to it!
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In Europe wormwood has been used for hundreds of years secreted
into wine and alcohol. The name of this final distilled spirit is called
Absinthe and quite frankly is well known and is still a popular adult
drink today abroad. In the early 1900's Absinthe was banned in many
European nations due to its psychedelic effects on the mind. See, a
chemical called thujone exists within the plant. Thujone Inhibits GABA
receptor activation in the brain and in large quantities can cause
convulsions and even death.
In small quantities it can and will make man slightly delusional. It is for
this reason that the U.S. among others banned wormwood in Absinthe
use (a main ingredient of Absinthe) and Absinthe sales itself. In 2007,
over 75 years later, the U.S. bans were lifted and one can again obtain
this spirit. Note though that technology has learned to remove the
thujone from the product. The wormwood properties remain.
The Ancient Egyptians swore by wormwood to get rid of their intestinal
worms. Yes, wormwood has been utilized for parasitical removal and
more for that long of time!
Wormwood is used medicinally for all of the following:


- the expelling of intestinal parasites (due to its -santonin content)



- aids in digestion



- stimulates the appetite



- promotes menstruation



- use of on infected wounds or exposed ulcers



- efficacy as an anti-malarial agent.
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Hippocrates also prescribed it for jaundice, anemia, rheumatism and
menstrual pains. It is used to stimulate bile and gastric juice production
and to treat disorders of the liver and gall bladder.
However as much as the Egyptians, Aztecs, etc. knew about parasites,
they did not know a few key factors about parasite stages; Wormwood
will not dispose of:
- Micro parasites,
- 1st and/or 2nd stage "baby" parasites, (e.g. heartworm stages...),
- Nor parasite eggs.
So if you and poochie are sitting around the house drinkin Absinthe for
the purposes of parasite cleansing, you are only barely half way home!
Because..
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You will need the 2nd ingredient for your pet to be worm free:
Oil of clove
Having oil of clove is critical when healing your pet from heartworms.
Oil of clove, also known as Clove oil, is an essential oil from the clove
plant, Syzygium aromaticum. It primarily comes from tropical-toequatorial regions such as Madagascar, Indonesia, Sri Lyanka, for
example. It is easy to purchase as an individual ingredient in liquid
form (local drugstores, etc.), and is harvested in 3 basic ways; from the
clove leaf, clove bud, and/or clove stem.
.

If you cook much, you’re familiar with these common lil’ guys

Cloves are probably the most antibacterial spices known. Dentists use
it very often to numb pain due to infection in patients. It's not that it
numbs per say, but immediately begins killing the bacteria in the
tooth/gum and therefore it seems like it’s a numbing agent. Its
"lightning quick" healing that is actually occurring for the patient in all
reality and few dentists know this fact.
Cloves are antiseptic as well. They are carminative (anti-gaseous),
warming, and very aromatic. Being extremely antifungal, I would say
that clove oil gives oil of oregano, the strongest antifungal herbal ever,
a run for its money. It's also an excellent respiratory and cardiovascular
aid. It is believed to aid in thyroid function as well.
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However, including all of those benefits mentioned above there is one
further benefit that you are most interested in right now. That is the
fact that oil of clove is one heck of an anti parasitic agent. Oil of clove
makes up a part of my 3 tier attack on heartworms because of this;
Its composite make up is so strong that it dissolves the eggs of parasites
in your dog, or you for that matter, incredibly well. Due to the fact
that thousands of eggs are created daily by a given parasite strain, this
is a refreshing benefit.
This is part of where I mentioned on my website the additional wormtype (or worm variety) killing properties that I promised you. We
certainly know that there are almost a dozen or so parasites, some of
which I listed on my site anyway, that potentially live in your pet! The
real truth of the matter is that over 100 different specimens of
parasites can exist between us humans and our
pets. Let's kill and/or prevent them all!
Now above I was just mentioning eggs. It is true heartworms enter a
dog already in their 3rd stage of life. They are beyond any "egg sized"
status right? However they are small enough still in their "microfilaria"
stage to get dissolved just as well. And this benefit is critical due to the
fact that wormwood alone does not accomplish this task. Technically
nor does most of the 87,000 plus other herbs aside from one or two like
oil of oregano, for example.
Heck if every dog in your neighborhood had oil of clove in them they
would never have been able to give the mosquito that bit your dog the
stage 1 microfilaria to begin with heh? Oh well, here we are cursing
dirty mosquitoes and your neighbors' dogs. No good that will do now,
we must keep reading about the final critical herb that will polish off
the whole gambit of heartworm infection stages and that will be…
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The final blow to deal to our buddy the heartworm:
Black walnut hull
Yup, you guessed it. You are getting good at this natural remedy stuff
so quick! Oh. You did not guess Black Walnut? No matter. At least
you were in stitches wondering what could the 3rd item ever be… right?
Don't get me wrong there are many more herbs that we will itemize
within this report that the providers I have chosen for you to shop
utilize in their version of product for your pet. There are a number of
factors that I consider when accepting and begin sharing these
providers' products for you too. I will go into this more for you shortly.
Black Walnut's green hull is an important part of herbal medicine, and
has been used for thousands of years. There are many conditions that
the alternative medical community treats on a regular basis. For those
like myself who have found success with the use of herbs and
alternative medicine, there is no doubt that the use of black walnut's
green hull is essential. From the early Roman days to the Middle Ages
and beyond, walnut has proven to be vital in helping to treat a myriad
of conditions and illnesses.
Black walnut can be found in its broken halved or "chopped" nut form
in food stores most anywhere. The largest deposit of Black walnut
trees world-wide are found primarily from the central and north-east to
south-eastern United States. The largest manufacturer of the nut
happens to be located in Missouri.
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Do not misconstrue this nut or its sibling "Persian" or "English" walnut
and their retail use and exceptional nutritional benefits to the hull
itself. These nuts are high in unsaturated fat and protein and have no
cholesterol. They offer nearly a half dozen necessary acids such as
linoleic and stearic. There is not a better nut across the board for
consumption. But nutrition is not what we seek in the name of healing.
Not this time. Today we seek parasitic removal, right?
Green hull is far more beneficial to consume by all means when we
speak of its medicinal use. For its use to be most helpful, the original
and best way to extract the herbal healing powers of the hull is to soak
it. However many companies now make it available in powder form
too (found typically placed in capsules for ingestion). In naturopathic
medicine, liquids are generally called "tinctures". Soaking the hull in
grain alcohol makes it more potent, but in capsule form, it’s a bit longer
lasting on the shelf. You will notice later when I begin to direct you to
different websites offering the products mentioned here today, that
the "hull portion" of the product being shopped by you will be available
both ways as there are advantages for you as to how you will
administer the herbals to your pet.

Black walnuts and their green hulls
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What makes this nut's hull, shown here growing high in trees
throughout different parts of our planet, so profoundly good for
purposes of parasite removal? Let’s begin to answer that with a quick
explanation of an incredible feature this tree possesses.
The tree itself is found quite often as a shade tree on people’s
residences, etc. What these people many times notice whilst admiring
their handsome tree is that not too many types of other trees or
shrubs/plants etc. grow within several yards of it.
They may also
realize that there never seems to be any insects around or on the tree.
This is due to the fact that the tree produces a powerful defensive
chemical called juglone all throughout its branches, leaves, hulls, and
roots. Juglone is quite toxic to many plant species and insects
themselves would rather be somewhere else than in its presence.
When a tree contains any chemical that repels, it is commonly known
as containing a “tannin”. Add in the fact that the hulls contain a natural
iodine (known to support organism cleansing by way of essentially
“staining” itself onto said organism and thereby burning it up), and you
got a tree that thinks itself a natural “bug spray” and “weed killer” all in
one! These actions translate into huge benefits for humans and
animals alike when faced with the need for parasite removal. And that
answers our question as to what makes the black walnut hull so good.
The more significant question that I have always pondered with this
and pretty much all herbal products is; who figured out way-back-when
that this "nuts' skin" was so good for us anyways? It's like "Hey I think
I'll take this green skin off of that there nut and soak it in some grain
alcohol and drink it". "Then record the findings for all of mankind to
benefit from".
As silly as the above paragraph seems, I believe that this shot-in-thedark method of scientific experimentation has gotten us where we are
today with the thousands of herbal remedies that is known to heal and
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is now available to us in our current day and age. Thank god for
persistence and science combined. We might not have computers or
even electricity for that matter if it weren't for persistence and blind
testing! History of use and record-keeping over time thereto, has
proved that an herbal is good for us and in what capacity, and that’s
good enough. We just needed to get YOU to discover some of this
history for yourself and family and have YOU now begin to learn how
different herbals work and in what fashion. And I promise you are just
barely scratching the surface of what this wealth of knowledge will
begin to bring to your household from here on out as long as you desire
to continue your personal education beyond this heartworm report.
Thus far we have covered 3 of the most effective, natural, and safest
items known to remove heartworms from your pet. Or for some
readers we have covered the 3 best herbals to simply continue the
mere prevention of heartworms and all other parasites overall from
existing in your pet.
That is not to say that these are the only three herbal products that will
do the job, there are many quite gifted people across the globe that,
through time, have learned to apply some other popular parasite
disposal herbals into easy-to-use products for your pet: For example,
we do not want to utilize the services of wormwood if our female dog
happens to be pregnant at any stage.
This due to history, both scientific and otherwise, that states
wormwood has been and is still used in humans anyway to abort fairly
new pregnancies (or in essence, stimulate a late period i.e.-"natural
morning after pill"). The best recommendation for your pregnant dog
(being a suspected host of heartworms) is to have her wait the typical
60/65 day pregnancy cycle to pass and begin treatment after the litter
arrives.
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Do realize though that if she has heartworms, now too does the litter.
But only in the worm's microfilaria stage will the puppies be carriers.
Remember a mosquito must still bite the puppies thereby allowing the
final growth stage of the larvae to occur in the mosquito and it then
may go on and bite your neighbor's dogs (or yours again later) to begin
the actual adult worm process. This explained on page two of my
heartworm website.
What are the odds of the same mosquito biting your puppies again
later you ask? The travel range of a given mosquito from its nest is at
max at 5 miles circumference but more commonly within 1 mile. The
likelihood is though that the mosquito that bites your puppies the first
time can do it again ongoing because its nest is most probably within
1000 feet of your house. If you need proof on that, watch the next
mosquito near you - - travel! Or simply trust that someone in the past
has already done this for us because as far as science is concerned, the
above statement is true! I will reveal some very interesting facts about
mosquitoes for you a bit later.
Anyway, if she is pregnant we now may want to use the other two
herbals described above without wormwood but maybe combined with
elecampane root, or male fern root. Or maybe we choose a provider
shown below that utilizes garlic in their product. Any of these examples
have wonderful histories of combating parasites. I will further explain
some of the definitions, etc. of different herb choices as they arrive in
the products below.
The companies that are listed below offer the product(s) your pet
needs to rid him/herself from parasites. They are not listed in any
particular order but prove to be the best, in my opinion, for having
product that is best for eradicating the heartworms in your pet.
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Live Superfoods, Bend, OR
www.livesuperfoods.com
1-800-481-5074
Ships world-wide, and offers free shipping for orders over $99
Item # HFN028, Scram internal parasite formula by “Healthforce Nutritionals”
One of my personal favorite companies to order through, Live
Superfoods has been established for many years now. They ship quite
quickly and have a large array of products to offer.
The product we are focusing on today is Scram parasite formula. Silly
name, exceptional product and creator. Not only does this product
contain the 3 necessary elements for what we seek, it contains two
additional ingredients that make it an impressive product. They
implement milk thistle seed and wasabi extract into this blend. These
two herbals focus on toxin and waste removal respectively.
Milk thistle seed contains a 3 tier flavonoid complex called silymarin. If
there has ever been a fairly “popular” herbal among regular medicine
practitioners with regards to liver repair, this is the one. Silymarin
actually receives much ongoing study vs. the majority of herbals worldwide and it’s for good reason; it proves to be excellent in cleansing and
protecting of the liver and gall bladder from free radical damage, toxin
induced damage, blood cleansing, etc. It also aides in correcting
oxidative stress. All of which a k9 with heartworms will experience and
need help in making better.
The addition of Wasabi extract makes this product creator genius in my
eyes. Here’s why:
First of all, we are not talking about the fluffy horseradish paste that is
died green and rushes your sinuses when you eat it. We are referring
to the fairly hard-to-find actual wasabi extract of the plant itself.
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There are three unique compounds found in wasabi that are not found
in any other vegetable. These are known collectively as long chain
methyl Isothiocyanates – MITC for short.
Among other things, these act to boost the natural immune system of
the body, also activate the liver to improve its function, and finally work
to ensure that a sick body does not react adversely to the chemical
attacks that are going on inside it self while healing.
On a side note, the best and most informed herbalists world-wide
consider this plant to be an actual super food not only due to the above
properties that it contributes and more, but because it is an incredible
healer of cancer as well. This fact is not well publicized… at all. The last
thing our western medical and FDA leaders want is to lose billions in
the cancer market by allowing consumers to realize there is a better
way. I’ll tell ya. When it comes to major life threatening diseases, etc.,
knowledge is power. By all means, please-please visit this other web
page if you have any needs in your family regarding cancer issues (or
any other serious disease for that matter) at: The One Minute Cure For
Virtually All Diseases. And prepare to be amazed at what you learn. I
have been apprised of the information it shares long before their
website existed, so I can strongly attest to the efficacy of the remedy it
speaks of. Heck it’s in my freezer right now!
Anyways.. Oh, remember; Do not use the “Scram” formula if your
female dog is pregnant. This again due to the wormwood plant
properties found in this product noted earlier. Simply wait until she
delivers before starting her regimen. Start the puppies approx. 5 weeks
later(to kill the micros that exist in their blood).
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Scram dosage recommendations (a ten week cycle);
Dogs up to 15 lbs (with heartworms);
Half a cap a day for 5 days, followed by a 3 day break. The break allows for the
micros in the blood to be eliminated and removed from the system, thereby
allowing for preparation for the next step. Next is a full cap a day for 5 days, a 3
day break, then a full cap for another 5 days. Finally after a 3 day break, half a
cap for ten days. Begin the process all over again, starting with step 2 above for
all dogs (you will need another order of Scram at this point for this sized dog)
Dogs from 16 to to 30 lbs (with heartworms)
You will ultimately need 2 or 3 orders of scram for these bigger dogs;
1 cap a day for 5 days, 3 day break. 1.5 caps a day for 5 days, 3 day break. Then
1.5 caps a day for another 5 days, 3 day break, Finally 1 cap for ten days.
Dogs from 31 lbs. to 55lbs;
1.5, 2, 2, 1.5
Dogs from 55 and up:
2, 2.5, 2.5, 2
Note for all dogs without heartworms: each first dosage recommended above
would simply be used on a weekly basis. For example; for 15 lb dog dosage would
be half a cap once a week for maintenance.
**Also realize that even though a heartworm can be dead in a dogs’ system, it
takes upwards of 6 months for a dog to test “negative” for heartworm. This due
to the fact that the dissolving worm body parts ever-so-slowly dissipating still can
show antigen existence for this period of time.
However if a dog did not have many heartworms, or maybe did not ever achieve
adult heartworm hosting status (but did have the parasite non-the-less), the
above noted timeline could be much quicker. As it turns out it is quite cost
effective and very easy to test your dog for heartworm using the same exact tests
that vets use. When you can, visit my original test kit page here to learn more,
but visit this secret back-end page to receive a discount on the kit, since we
are now officially in this fight together!
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Penn Herb Company, Philadelphia, PA
www.pennherb.com
1-800-523-9971
Ships world-wide
Item no. G8C, Black Walnut and Wormwood Complex, by “Nature's Answer”

Penn Herb has been around since 1924! Online for 15 yrs. The product
they offer can be found at the above provided link and contains a great
balance of the 3 main ingredients that we have covered thus far. This
tincture is non-grain alcohol based and contains anise leaves.
Unlike the others mentioned below, the company adds Anise leaves,
and removes the alcohol for taste purposes only. Beneficially speaking,
in larger quantities, Anise aids in general respiratory function.
The tiny downside is that due to the absence of the grain alcohol, this
tincture's shelf life will benefit from being kept in the fridge.
Remember- Do not use this product if your female dog is pregnant.
Simply wait until she delivers before starting her regimen.
Tincture dosage recommendations:
Dogs up to 20 lbs. should receive 3-4 drops of tincture every day for 1 week, then
4-5 drops daily for 2 more weeks. After a 5 day break from the tincture, 6 drops
three days a week is ample. This once a week increment can be ongoing, until pet
tests negative for worms. Placing the drops in the dog's water is a perfect way to
administer any of the tinctures. You can always mix it into his food especially if
its soft food that you give him/her.
Dogs from 20 lbs. to 40lbs can simply receive double the drops shown above on
the same time cycle.
Dogs above 40 lbs. should receive no more than 10 drops every other day for the
first two weeks followed by a 5 day hiatus, then up to 15 drops twice a week
ongoing (as noted above).
For what it's worth, my 52 lb. boxer receives 15 drops, twice a month to maintain
an anti-parasite lifestyle. My 27 lb. schnauzer receives 5 drops twice a month.
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Native Remedies, Boca Raton, FL
www.petalive.com
1-877-289-1235
Ships world-wide
SKU # PPAR001, Parasite Dr. by “Native Remedies”
And

SKU # PKDS001, Kidney Support by “Native Remedies”
And if budget allows,
SKU # PLIV001, LiverAid by “Native Remedies”
Here, I am recommending two products (well, 3 actually). This
company Native Remedies, located in Florida, has a separate web site
built within that tailors to pets exclusively. That is Petalive.com. They
have tons of products and a huge site! I have a strong belief in this
“family owned” company due to tremendous consumer pet success
stories, and the companies’ ongoing support of their community and
involvement in pet rescue programs. Not to mention the knowledge
that goes into their products. I have a personal database of product
success ongoing, as well. Superb stuff.
Parasite Dr. utilizes wormwood and cloves but also incorporates the
use of the rue herb or”Herb of Grace” and Neem. This herb is known
to aid in the removal of intestinal-type parasites in a smaller scale, but
it is more commonly used to aid in digestion especially in that of a
parasite carrier (host). Remember that parasites affect every living
being. Not just dogs! People have used it, like the others above, for
many years. It also helps in cardiac repair which we could certainly
assume a dog with heartworms will need.
Neem is also added into this product as it is an extremely popular
Ayurvedic medicine. The term “Ayurvedic” simply means that
something natural was/is used for thousands of years and/or originates
from India. It is one of many popular Indian “traditional natural
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remedies”. Hence the term given to such a medicine; Ayurveda. Neem
has many benefits. It stimulates the immune system, improves liver
function, detoxifies the blood, promotes healthy circulative, respiratory
and digestive systems, and is well known to act as a malaria and
diabetes treatment respectfully.
Neem, like oil of clove, is anti-fungal, anti-viral, anti-septic, and antibacterial. Having it brought into this products’ mix for your pet is JUST
what he/she needs to help in the worm/waste removal that will begin
to be present throughout its body.. once you begin treatment for him
that is. Note that if heartworm removal is not done in a gentle, slow
and correct manner, a canine can enter into a type of shock embolism.
This is why it is crucial to get the liver, kidneys, etc. flushed and
properly so. Make sure to read dosage recommendations at these
different product web pages and also at the customer reviews pages to
get ideas of how to administer this capsule product to your dog.
And DO NOT give to pregnant dogs! Herb of Grace is a huge inducer
of menstrual cycles (an abortifacient). Similar to the wormwood
properties I depicted earlier but stronger in-fact.
KidneySupport and LiverAid are 2 more an pet-specific remedies.
What we are accomplishing here with these two separate bottles of
product is both kidney and endocrine function, AND liver and urinary
tract health and function in your recovering dog.
Products “Kidney support” and “LiverAid” together comprise a
dynamite package. They contain as a duo; Burdock, Dandelion,
Cleavers, also; Chelidonium rad, Carduus Mar, Kali Mur, Nat Phos and
others. I approve the ingredients they share on each given product
web page, so my recommendation is to read them there as they are
just as thorough as I could write for you here.
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If my beloved dog acquired heartworms, I would absolutely want him
or her on this 3 tier approach to better health. Outstanding company,
products and shipping speeds. You will Spend a few dollars acquiring
any of the products mentioned here today but as you are beginning to
sense, this natural approach beats the heck out of the one thousand
you may spend at a vet to load your dog up with chemical!! No wonder
your lil’ buddy trusts you sooo unconditionally, you’re smart!!

Fun With Fleas
Some households have more trouble than others at certain times each
year with fleas. I myself have walked through people’s yards or living
rooms for that matter, only to discover that fleas, by the dozens, are
jumping up onto my legs and/or white socks (they attract to white
immensely). This infestation, at whatever level one is experiencing,
can be halted essentially in a virtual blink of an eye. Ok maybe more
like 2 days. Sound a bit more realistic?
First off I want to explain my household scenario briefly if I may. I have
two dogs that only get exposure to a fenced back yard and if out the
front door, it’s for a jog around the streets of the neighborhood with
my wife and I. I also have a cat that comes in and out all day long and
has complete freedom outdoors (to pick up fleas from abroad, etc.) So
let’s use the cat in the forthcoming example.
The extremely magical product that I’m about to share with you is one
that I own at my house, but have not actually needed for well over 2 or
so years I guess. BUT remember that my pets are all on the
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aforementioned products as it flows through their system 24 hours a
day essentially. And it’s those same products that kill parasites right?
If I’m a flea that hops onto my cat down the street, I’m probably going
to bite her fairly quickly as I’m pretty hungry. With me so far? Good.
As a flea biting this cat, I’ve just signed my own little death certificate
and will die within mmmm, about 8 hrs or less. If I make it back into
Jeff’s house (my house), on the cat, my time there is short lived. And
neither Jeff nor his family will ever get a real chance to meet me.
IF I’m a flea biting your pet in your yard or abroad, I’m going to flourish
and lay eggs all over the yard and in your house, etc. And so will all my
like kind.
The above example is the reason why no one in my family has ever
seen a flea on the property for many years. They simply don’t get a
chance to show themselves! It’s beautiful. Same effect with tics too.
I want to show you some pictures now.
They are in order from being shown:
1. Ultra close up, microscope
2. Further back but still under microscope,
3. 10 feet away
4. 150 feet away
Curious what it is ?
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Here are the pics:

Pic no. 1 Looks like jagged sharp wasteland.

Pic no 2. Almost like looking down at a city filled with buildings from a plane.
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And here is a 1 lb. bag of it.

Finally, a huge 14 story high mountain of it.
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What is it you ask? Well, for starters it’s proof that our continents
where all under water at some point. You are looking at Diatomaceous
earth. In the above picture, it is in its original form prior to it being
chipped away at with trucks, etc. This is a mountain of salt and/or
fresh water diatoms, (crustations/shells) that should be buried at sea
when they died. But here they are; one big giant mound of shells that
did-in-fact die under water long ago!!
Diatomaceous earth (we will call it DE) comes in many forms and is
used all over the world. Farmers feed a certain type to cows, goats,
horses, etc. for parasite cleansing among other fabulous things. Some
people eat a spoonful of it daily for various reasons. Other forms are
used to make filters of all types. It is incredible. That’s what it is. And
it’s going to cost you about 15 dollars to acquire a pound or two, which
will last you 2 to 3 years.
Why do you want this stuff at your house?
Because it is tasteless, odorless, flour-like smooth white powder and is
harmless to any belongings in your house or yard, and there is
something significant about it regarding many types of bugs:

It obliterates em! Look at the first picture. I want you to imagine that
those sharp angled ominous shards of “scrap” is 6 feet tall and made of
aluminum or steel. I want you to imagine that there is 100 yards of this
“debris” filling a football field that you have to run or jog through
barefoot and naked. Please “bare” with me now because I am having
you do this as if you were a flea moving fast (as they always do), on the
back of your pet. Fleas move fast so now you do too.
So; someone just threw all this junk down from above equaling 6 feet
high and you gotta jog 100 yards through it. What do you think would
happen to your body in this colorful example? It would get shredded
and cut up and you would bleed out and die…period. That is exactly
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what happens to any exoskeleton-type bug. Albeit a small roach, flea,
ant, lice, tic, centipede, etc.
They travel through those jags and it slices em up. The faster they go
through the quicker they dehydrate through their cuts. Sprinkle some
on your dog with fleas and within about 8 hrs you will find little
shredded remains of their bodies all pulled apart and-Dead. Or, if you
want, catch a few within about 2 or 3 hrs off of your pet and they will
be abnormally fat with bellies filled with white. Because fleas and ants
eat this stuff and it makes them explode too (as if we needed more
ways for them to die). Neat heh?
Just be easy sprinkling it on your carpets. You do not need near as
much as your probably gonna want to put down and it will give your
vacuum cleaner a real hard time getting it up later on. It chokes it. Be
sparing. However, you can sprinkle this on beds under your fitted sheet
every other few change times, on couches, on kids heads with lice
problems (lice move real slow) so it takes days, not hours to kill lice.
Therefore apply after school and at bedtime for 5 or 6 consecutive
days. Heck, have fun with it; Load your kids head up then smack it and
watch the dust clouds form. Slather it on the cat and watch it roll off as
they run away. Funny stuff. When I do apply it to my cat, she seems to
know it helps and actually rolls over for me to apply it on her belly.
Awwwwe.
Make sure to get food grade type and buy it real cheap at Amazon.com
or even at feed stores in your town. FOOD GRADE ONLY!! Knowledge
is Power right? If you have never used Amazon.com, you are missing
out on very enjoyable shopping by the way. They became the most
trusted company in the U.S. and Canada surpassing Apple in early ‘12
and are an impressively well-organized company. I buy from them 3 to
4 times a month easily.
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We are finally wrapping up on the report and I wish to you and your pet
all the good fortune that you deserve as a pet owner to rid him/her of
any disease or ailment. I appreciate the level of trust you are taking in
me on this journey as I realize trust is earned and never given. Get
started with ordering your chosen products right away and begin
administering your family member back to perfect health!
Remember that natural heartworm recovery takes upwards of 3
months to complete; your pet cannot run around during this time. Let
him/her take a “vacation” from any exercise, playtime with kids, etc.
REST REST REST. We don’t want our pet entering any shock due to
dead worm contamination (blockage of an artery - known as
thromboembolism). Slow and consistent product doses. Don’t be in a
hurry. Just be glad you got started to begin with.

Some interesting facts about Mosquitos

As promised earlier, I wanted to share with you some facts about
mosquitos:

There are over 3000 species of mosquitos worldwide, many of
which won’t actually bite people or dogs. The United States and
Europe each inhabit only near 200 types though.
Only female mosquitos bite and can live up to 100 days. But
average closer to 50 days. Males live only about two weeks.
Biting activity increases over 500 times during a full moon phase.
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Worldwide, mosquito-borne diseases kill more people than any
other single factor. They can be carriers of malaria, yellow fever,
and dengue fever in humans alone. In the United States,
mosquitoes spread several types of encephalitis. The occurrence
of global warming only adds to officials concerns about the
infection rate rising.

The infection of malaria from man to mosquito, and back to man
again, and the radical multiplying of this parasite in the blood
stream is extremely similar to heartworm Microfilaria stages of
dog and mosquito. The end result though is the overwhelming
manifestation in the liver and later the blood and the relentless
destroying, by the parasite, of the human blood cells until death
occurs.
Mosquitoes locate blood hosts by scent, sight and heat. From 100
feet away (30 meters) they can smell your scent, especially the
carbon dioxide (CO2) you exhale. They follow you upwind, and
succeed more so in finding you due to host-odor combined with
the CO2. From 30 feet away they can now see you too.
Make a spray spritz of a mix of lavender and tea tree oils and use
as a natural and very effective repellent for your family and pets
to keep off those dreaded nasty mosquitos.
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Also, if you missed the link page on my website, I highly recommend
you take the time to learn about the atrocities of commercial dog food
and what goes in it that can-and-will devastate your dog. You will be
glued to it especially once you reach the 9 minute mark. The good
news is that the site offers superb solutions to the quite “disgusting”
dilemma. If killing heartworms and having this report is considered a
number 1 priority, then this would be a real-real close number 2.

Visit then bookmark If You Can:

Together for the greatest of health,
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